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Research for the Consortium, 2012-2016

1) Statewide mail surveys (2013-2016) 
o Reports: Public health, energy, climate, sea 

level rise and adaptation 
2) Community surveys (door-to-door) in vulnerable 

communities (2016)
3) Message testing (2013-2016) 
o Maryland scientists on climate consensus; 

MDE climate videos; promoting renewable 
energy in faith communities; GGRA language

climatemaryland.org | climatechange.gmu.edu



All resources freely available at 
climatechange.gmu.edu
* peer-reviewed articles, reports, presentations



2016 reports | Release dates, early October



Maryland public opinion| What we have learned

1) Climate change is perceived as a real issue—
more so here than to the nation as a whole

2) Climate and energy policies are high priorities 
– but not as high as jobs and air/water 
pollution generally

3) Support for renewable energy is high
4) Marylanders favor government

action to protect communities



Today’s discussion | Preview of 2016 data

1) Climate
2) Health & climate
3) Energy
4) Community resilience





What do you think?

What percentage of 
Marylanders say that climate 
change is happening? 



Most agree climate change is happening

2016

Maryland-77%/79%
Nationally-70%



... and that humans are playing a role

2016

Maryland-75%



Marylanders demonstrate high support 
for state transportation policies

2016 data

Walking/biking access-77%
Less polluting vehicles-74%

Public transportation-71%



2016 data

Energy efficiency rebates-83%
Renewable energy incentives-78%
Smart grid-77%; RPS-75%

… and energy policies



... but climate remains a relatively lower priority



Marylanders are unsure that the 
GGRA will produce economic gains

2016 data



Marylanders believe stricter environmental 
laws have costs—and benefits

2016 data





About half are unfamiliar with “Smart Grids”

2016 data



Most Marylanders welcome Smart Grid changes

2016 data

More than 70% say they already do, or are likely, to take actions



Few are worried about Smart Meter privacy or harm

2016 data

Most would like to generate their own energy (68%), 
but say they can’t afford solar panels (57%)





Marylanders see climate change as a personal
health risk, but more so air and water pollution

Air pollution-81%
Climate change-59%



Marylanders perceive fossil fuels and nuclear 
energy as harmful to their health

Coal-73%
Oil-65%
Nuclear-57%



... and about half say they are willing 
to pay more for renewables

2016 data





Marylanders consistently support local and state 
government action to protect their communities  

2016-75%



Concerns span across populations



Baltimore and Prince George’s communities 
are concerned about climate

2016 data



Baltimore and Prince George’s communities 
support protective government actions

2016 data



Energy 
assistance, 
efficiency, 
and local 
resilience 
efforts are 
topics of 
interest

2016 data



Maryland public opinion| What we have learned

1) Climate change is perceived as a real issue—
more so here than to the nation as a whole

2) Climate and energy policies are high priorities 
– but not as high as jobs and air/water 
pollution generally

3) Support for renewable energy is high
4) Marylanders favor government

action to protect communities
5) Public opinion is generally 

supportive but
there are softer areas in which
communication/education is still needed



#1. Energy education
People perceive fossil fuels as harmful, but many 
don’t know where their electricity comes from

Reality
The two largest 
sources of Maryland’s 
electricity generation 
are coal-fired (40%) 
and nuclear (40%) 
power plants with 
natural gas (15%) a 
distant third.

Perception

2015 data



#2. Economic discussion
People are unsure of the economic 
impacts of energy policies

2016 data



#3. Talk about the scientific and social consensus
Perceptions of public dissension are high

2016 data



#4. Include underserved communities 
in the discussion

2016 data



Maryland public opinion| Moving forward

#1. Energy education 
#2. Economic discussion
#3. Talk about the scientific and social 
consensus
#4. Include underserved 
communities in the discussion



Thank you to Town Creek Foundation of Easton, Maryland for its 
support, Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 
for its partnership on the 2013 and 2014 surveys, and Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health on the 2015 and 
2016 surveys.
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